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Wadden Sea Region: 25 inhabited islands
• The area counts 25 inhabited islands and several smaller
vegetated islands and barren high sands.
• The total area of the islands is about 2.000 km2 and the
Wadden Sea itself covers about 8.000 km2.
• The mainland is one of the oldest and most complex
cultural landscapes in Europe and has been inhabited for
more than 5.000 years
• At present, 1 million inhabitants live on islands and
administrative regions directly bordering the Wadden Sea.
An estimated 3.5 million inhabitants live in the 17,500 km2
of land with severe flooding risks. i.e. at less than 5 m
above or even below mean sea-level in this region.
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Nature Conservation and Human Interaction
in the Wadden area since many centuries
•
•
•
•

Towards safety and protection of flooding: building dikes
From reclaiming land to nature protection
From nature protection to shared use
From national to trilateral management of UNESCO
World Heritage site and the broader Wadden Region
• The Wadden system needs to be managed so that both
the ecosystem and the social system can develop in a
sustainable way. This in itself is a real challenge.
Proper management requires knowledge of the
ecological, cultural and socio-economic structures
and processes to manage this integral system
 establishment Waddenacademie
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Wadden is UNESCO
Werelderfgoed sinds
2009.
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The Wadden Sea Region covers an area, which

encompasses the coastal zones, the Wadden Sea with its islands and
sands and the relevant parts of the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ)
of Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands. (WSF/CWSS)

In 201 4 is het uitgebreid
met het Deense deel en
stukken boven de Duitse
eilanden
Maar: de Nederlandse
eilanden en de estuaria
die toegang geven tot de
grote havens horen er
niet bij!
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Reason for and establishment of the
Waddenacademie:

Demarcation of the Wadden area
(LAU-2 classification), 2013

• Final report by the Wadden Sea Policy Advisory Group
(Meijer Committee, 2004), ‘Ruimte voor de Wadden’ [Room
for the Wadden Sea Region]:
• Observation that in 2004, policymaking and governance of
the Wadden Sea had reached an impasse.
• Recommendations of Cie. Meijer included: enlarge and
reinforce the natural features of the Wadden Sea; overhaul
policy and governance; keep shellfishing and gas extraction
within natural boundaries; improve knowledge management
of the Wadden Sea Region.
• Dutch government decided: to cease mechanical cockle
fishing, controlled gas extraction (hand-aan-de-kraan =
hand on tap policy), set up the Wadden Fund (800 million
euros over 20 years) to support nature and the economy,
and establish the Waddenacademie to support ‘knowledge
management’ related to the Wadden Sea Region.
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Waddenacademie founded in 2008
Tasks:
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Waddenacademie
Network organization and
knowledge broker
(NOT a research institute!)
Board

• to identify gaps in cross‐domain knowledge in order
to assist in the sustainable development of the
Wadden Sea Region;
• to promote a coherent research programme at
regional, national land international level and;
• to promote information supply and knowledge
exchange within and between research institutes,
government, industry and social organisations.

System
Matrix
A PAST WADDEN
B WADDEN
MONITOR
C WADDEN
FUTURE

1 WADDEN
CLIMATE

2 WADDEN
NATURE

3 WADDEN
WELL-BEING

Boardmembers:
Dr. Katja Philippart
Ecology
Dr. Hessel Speelman
Geology
Dr. Meindert Schroor
Cultural History
Prof.dr.ir. Pier
Vellinga
Climate and Water
Prof.dr. Jouke van Dijk
(chair) Economics
Executive Secretary:
Klaas Deen

Ecological’ values

INTERDISCIPLINARY
CONNECTION IN
SPACE AND
TIME SCALES

EFFECTIVE
INTERACTIVE
KNOWLEDGE
SUPPLY AND
DEMAND

a WADDEN
EXPERT
b WORLD
WADDEN

World Delta Summit 2011

Yantai 12 September 2011
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Working on robust
resilience

Ecosystem
 Economy
“Defining
the value
of the
landscape
and
nature”

Goals of Trilateral Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) by Wadden Sea Forum
• A balanced population structure with a healthy share of young and
elderly people, with indigenous young people choosing to stay in the
region and population decline being averted.
• Almost full employment for which a wide diversity of jobs is needed.
• With regard to welfare WSR residents should have an adequate
income, good living conditions and high life expectancy. Social
equality and work-life balance should ensure satisfaction among the
population.
• This requires balanced economic development that provides
future prospects for people living and working but should also
generate surpluses for environmental protection measures.
• The economy in the WSR should be made resilient for economic
recessions and international competition by means of strategies for
innovation and entrepreneurship.

Symposium

Extraction of natural gas on sea and land
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Natural gas extraction causes
soil subsidence  earthquakes

Earthquakes 1986-2014. Source: KNMI
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New (coal fired) power plants in
Eemshaven and in Germany: cooling
water, dredging, jobs?

Salt production
in the
Waddenarea
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Shrimpfishing: Pulskor ipv Boomkor

Socio Economic challenges Wadden Region
• Demography: population decline, aging, spatial sorting
• Regional economy and labour market: jobs,
unemployment, income, education  well-being (OECD)
• Interaction Economie  Ecology, especially in sectors
like fishery, agriculture, energy, tourism, harbour and
related shipping and manufacturing activities
• Needed: value change approach and regional innovation
and investment strategy; Social Impact Analysis
• Trilaterale coastal zone management; Ecosystem
Services: economic valuation; Hotspot monitor, Big Data
• Science policy interaction
• Economic spin-offs of the UNESCO World Heritage status
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Wadden Sea World Heritage –
Perspectives for socio-economic development

Analysis of 878 World
Heritage Sites
Source: Rebanks 2010:
World Heritage Status.
Is there opportunity for
economic gain?

Population density
Rural – urban
typology:
no real rural areas in
The Netherlands!
Country sites
transforms from
production space
(agriculture) to
consumption space
(residential and
leisure)
Source: EU-Commission
(November 2010), Investing in
Europe’s future, 5-th Report on
Economic, Social and Territorial
Cohesion
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Highly attractive places for tourists in
wadden municipalities in 2013
Value locations in the Hotspotmonitore

Origin of the people
who find the Wadden
an attractive location:
distance decay, but
less in Germany

Sources:
Sijtsma et al. (2014) WaLTER rapportage (in druk)

Options for economic development and jobs
• Economic activities with locational advantages in the Wadden
area: (i) agriculture and fishing, (ii) extraction of energy (oil, gas,
wind), (iii) harbours and (iv) tourism and related personal and
business services
• Innovations: production of salt-tolerant potatoes and other crops
that will grow in a salt environment
• Promote more localized value chain for shrimp fishing: innovative
mechanical shrimp peeling machines instead of peeling in Maroc
(3.000km away) because of cheap labour  higher prices for
better product with less catch
• Attraction of footloose economic activities and people with zero
effect on the ecosystem: designers, journalists, scientists,
writers, artist can do their business everywhere but like the quiet
and healthy environment of the Wadden region. They live and do
their business in redundant farms, churches and industrial
buildings. Crucial: fast ICT-Broadband access

Best options according to the
Waddenacademie:
Area related economic activities that fit with the skills
of the people and the characteristics of the area:
• Tourism, especially on the coastal land side
• Food: agriculture (in a salt environment)
• Explore the options for sustainable Harbours and
Fishery
Footlose economic activities:
• Business and personal services
(Attractive Residential area in combination with
accessibility, ICT, self-driving cars etc. )
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Trilateral Research Agenda
Science – Policy matrix
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Science-Policy
Matrix

9-12-2016
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Drivers
Pressures

Impact indicators

Size of the box:
Degree of concern to
management: which policy
problems have the highest
priority?

Colour of the box:
Adequadcy of information:
do we have the knowlegde
to solve the problem?
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The case of
Holwerd: how to
benefit from tourism
flows to Ameland?
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Plans for dikes to Ameland: (first
dike built around 1850)
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Rapport Cie. Mazure, 1979
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Pier Holwerd
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Result: NO DAMS, NO POLDERS

Nordeich

Comparison with
Germany:
Carolinensiel
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German coastal
recreation

Revolutionary Plan:
Holwerd on Sea!
Idee comes from the inhabitants itself:
bottom up
But they need help from ambassadors
and knowledge for underpinning
And (a lot of) money: about 200.000 Euro

Provincie Noord-Holland, 21 juni 2012
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Holwerd is
suffering from
population
decline and
selective spatial
sorting of people
and economic
activities: 
ghost region?
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Solution: re‐establish
connections
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Holwerd aan Zee!
Spoelmeer
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Holwerd aan Zee!

Zie: https://www.holwerdaanzee.nl/nld/
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Nu Waddenbelevingscentrum
in leegstaande Gereformeerde
Kerk voor 200.000 euro
midden in dorp Holwerd
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How do you convince investors?
Societal Cost Benefit Analysis

Cost

Vaargeul slibt steeds dicht, vertraging veerboten
en hoge baggerkosten  oplossen met
l
?
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Baten:
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Bredere geul 25 > 35

Meer m3 baggeren
Hogere kosten per m3

(herbestemming gebouwen woningen)

Meer jaren 100 ipv 50 jaar
(minder reistijd door behoud winkel
minder daling huizenprijzen)
(vooral Sportvis baten)

Meer toeristen?
(Vergrijzing bootjevaarders?)

(nieuwe bedrijven, zoals
bootreparatie en palingvisserij)

Cost

- Benefits

= Deficit 64 mlj.
Dan kom je wel boven de 175!
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Symposia
Other solutions: fly!

Ook op voorpagina
Dagblad van het Noorden,
5 maart 2015
| 54
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Blue energy:
sweet + salt water  energy

Afsluitdijk
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Nieuwe
activiteiten?

Dutch
Governement:
Blue Energy is
National Icon

Fish migration river

Gevolgen voor
natuurwaarden?
© Planet Texel

Bron: Dagblad van het
Noorden, 26 november 2014
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Conclusion

Cimate change and salination

• Up-to-date interdisciplinary scientific knowledge and
adequate monitoring are crucial for understanding
the Waddden system and the proper management of
the the UNESCO Worldheritage Wadden and
broader Region (Trilateral Research Agenda)
• It has to provide a solid trust base for negotations
between stakeholders about the effects and risks of
new human interventions and exogenous effects of
e.g. climate change (Or is science only an opinion?)
• Take into account cumulative effects; What are the
tipping points?
• How to set the priorities for research? Supply
(curiosity/fundamental) or demand driven research?
• Dialogue between researchers, stakeholders and
policy makers; co-creation of knowledge
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Science-Policy
Matrix

Trilateral Research Agenda
Science – Policy matrix

Drivers
Pressures

Impact indicators

Size of the box:
Degree of concern to
management: which policy
problems have the highest
priority?

Colour of the box:
Adequadcy of information:
do we have the knowlegde
to solve the problem?

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!
DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

Science-policy interaction
crucial for governance
trilateral Wadden region

For more information and PDFs of all publications, please visit:
http://www.waddenacademie.nl
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